The nursery staff are so
pleased how happily the
children
come
into
Nursery each day. They
are enjoying all the
different activities the
nursery has to offer and
are beginning to make
new friends already!

Planting
We were planting some
conkers,
pine
cones,
helicopters and acorns
with Mrs Honeybone. We
are going to see how many
trees we can grow.
Stefano, Chloe and Ollie
(Squirrel)

Seasonal Changes

I loved it! It was my first
time twisting the rope
when skipping. I can skip
on one leg and we can do
it standing together back
to back. We can also do
backwards skipping!
Sofia and Grace M (Lion)

Squirrel Class have been looking for signs of autumn...we have
been investigating changes in the weather (taking weekly readings
of temperature and rainfall), we've been looking out for animals and have seen real squirrels! Finally, we've been looking at
changes to plants, both within the school grounds at at
home...we've found A LOT of evidence!

We drew round our hand and cut out our hands and we got some
straws and cut them up into little pieces – two on each finger. We
threaded some string with a bead on top through the straws and
the hands moved. Our fingers moved when we pulled the string
like tendons.
Keira, Libby and Eleanor (Lion)

Tendons and hands
The children in Seahorse Class have settled in the routines of
school really quickly and have enjoyed exploring all that the
reception environment has to offer; both inside and out. This has
included making Seahorse magnets within our creative area,
exploring the World within our Reflection area and creating
beautiful fairy gardens within our small word zone. Outside, the
children have been using the large wooden blocks to supplement
their imaginative play by creating boats, cars and trains. They have
also used these blocks and the other resources available to create
obstacle courses to balance across. They have also been exploring
the marble run and, on a larger scale, creating their own runs for
balls to roll down using guttering, pipes and ball pool balls.

